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Topics

• Falsified medicine Directive (FMD)

• Information Powers

• Reimbursement

– Package of reforms announced last year

– Recent issues

–Concessionary Prices

–Category M adjustment in August
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Falsified Medicines Directive - ‘Safety Features’
Introduces the addition of safety features on to the outer packaging of 

medicines:

– 2D bar code with a unique identifier

– Tamper evident packaging

– Affects all prescription medicines (unless exempted)   

POM     

– No P or GSL products impacted (unless an issue of falsification has been 

notified)                  

P & GSL   X
FMD
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Falsified Medicines Directive - ‘Safety Features
Introduced to enable manufacturers, 

wholesale distributors and those who 

supply to patients:

– to verify the authenticity of the 

medicinal product,

– to identify individual packs, 

– to verify, by means of a device, 

whether the outer packaging has 

been tampered with

– published February 2016

– 3 years to implement – comes into 

force 9th February 2019

FMD
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Falsified Medicines Directive - ‘Safety Features

FMD

Unique serialisation

randomised number
Risk based Verification

Verification and Decommissioning 

prior to dispensing

Pharmaceutical

Manufacturer

Patient

Dispensers –

Including Dispensing Doctors
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Falsified Medicines Directive - ‘Safety Features’

Obligations for those supplying medicines to the public:

– must verify authenticity of the product and decommission the UI

– make sure the tamper-evident feature is intact

To be aware: 

– flexibility in the Regulation does allow decommissioning to take place earlier 

under Article 23 - by wholesalers only for certain groups (opticians, schools etc.)

– part-pack dispensing is accommodated

FMD
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Falsified Medicines Directive - ‘Safety Features’
Reviewed against the Delegated Regulation - Dispensing Doctors  therefore need to: 

o verify and decommission products on the FMD IT system

o check tamper evident features

When?

– When dispensing prescriptions – should be decommissioned at the time of 

supply to a patient (in line with community pharmacy obligations).

– “Non dispensing’ activity”  (e.g. vaccinations) – can be decommissioned at 

any point once it is in your possession (in line with obligations for doctors more 

generally).

FMD
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Falsified Medicines Directive - ‘Safety Features’
Overview of progress:

• Working collaboratively with stakeholders to address challenges of implementation.  

Including supporting different sectors in the production of their own guidance.

• Implementation Advisory Board (IAB) with representatives from across the UK supply 

chain to provide recommendations - last met in September.

• Working groups under the IAB to establish positions on the flexibilities in the Regulation 

as well as identification of key challenges by sector. 

• Support to SecurMed in our supervisory role.

• Communications: newsletter and future establishment of Comms group

• Continuing our engagement with the European Commission through attendance at 

expert group meetings.  Four areas of focus: (1) supervision, (2) access to information/data 

in the repository, (3) data traceability and (4) best practice. 

No underestimation of the challenges.  

FMD
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Falsified Medicines Directive - ‘Safety Features’
Brexit 

• In July, SofS Health and Business joint letter underlining the UK Government’s desire to 

continue the close working relationship with our European partners on the regulation of 

medicines.

• SecurMed has recently announced the appointment of Arvato, the service provider who will 

implement the IT solution for the UK, which means:

– Technical work can begin with system suppliers - pharmacy workshop on 25 Sep & 

wholesaler/ dispenser workshop on 28 Sep.

– Work can be done to progress on-boarding.  Verification and access to the database.

– Are looking to deliver a working pilot of the FMD process. 

FMD
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Falsified Medicines Directive - ‘Safety Features’
Consultation & Impact Assessment

The public consultation is coming. However, it will only focus on the small number of flexibilities within the 

Delegated Regulation (e.g. use of Article 23).  

It will include an Impact Assessment, published in two parts:

• Consultation impact assessment: This will be published with evidence gaps showing our initial analysis 

on the impact of the proposal on the UK, and our decisions on any flexibilities we have under the act. At 

this point the public has the opportunity to write in and formally provide evidence and opinions on our 

assessment of the impact and the policy decisions we are proposing.

• Final impact assessment: This will take account of the evidence provided during the consultation, and 

assess the impact of the final policy decision. 

Commitment to discuss impacts with representatives from individual supply chain sectors including Dispensing 

Doctors.

FMD
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Information Regulations
• Health Service Medical Supplies Act 2017

• DH has power to require provision of information to support 

reimbursement, value-for-money and cost control

• Consultation on information Regulations – closes 14 November 

• Range of proposals impacting on the whole supply chain for 

medicines and medical supplies – from manufacturer to dispenser

• No requirement on GPs/dispensing doctors to routinely provide 

information

• DH can on however request information about sales and purchases

• Provisions for GPs/dispensing doctors to provide the information by 

means of pre-existing information e.g. invoices  

Information Powers
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High priced generics

• For generic medicines DH rely on competition to keep prices down

• This generally works well but not where there is no competition

• Competition and Market Authority has three ongoing excessive 

pricing case 

• Health Service Medical Supplies Act 2017 gave the SofS stronger 

powers to limit prices

• Information Regulations support setting pricing by enabling the 

SofS to require cost information (e.g. cost of manufacture and 

R&D)

• DH considering how to implement its stronger powers
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Final Package – Community Pharmacy 2016/17 and beyond

• Funding settlement –

- 2016/17 £2.687 billion

- 2017/18 £2.592 billion

• Fees and services –

- Consolidating a range of fees into a single activity fee;

- Phasing out establishment payments; 

- Introducing a Pharmacy Access Scheme;

- Introducing Quality Payments Scheme;

- Commissioning a new urgent medicines supply pilot as an advanced service;

• Changes to market entry to facilitate the consolidation of pharmacies.

• Modernising the service - includes Improving the prescription ordering journey to maximise 

patient choice and convenience and improving the journey for patients ordering prescriptions 

digitally.

• Changes to reimbursement

Reimbursement 
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Reimbursement reforms announced as part of 

the 2016/17 and beyond package

• ‘non Part VIII’ products, i.e. products with no reimbursement 

price listed in Part VIII of the Drug Tariff

• Changes to Category M for certain generic medicines to better 

reflect their market price

• Changes to the margin survey to account for multiple suppliers 

for Non Part VIII products and Category C products

• ‘splitting the discount’- to reflect that in general generic 

medicines have increased margin over brands

• Changes to the way Category A prices are set. 

Reimbursement 
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Concessionary prices

• Concessionary prices are granted for products, which are unavailable to 

pharmacy contractors at or below the reimbursement price listed in Part 

VIII of the Drug Tariff. They also reflect the market prices. 

• The Department considers concessionary price requests which come 

directly from PSNC on behalf of community pharmacies.

• If a concessionary price is granted, it applies to prescriptions dispensed in 

the month, in which the concessionary price was granted. 

• Concessionary prices reflect market prices (as reimbursement prices do, 

but they are set on historic data, whereas concessionary prices are set by 

using up-to-date data).

Reimbursement
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Recent market changes
• Some generic selling prices have significantly increased over the last few 

months.

• One of the reason for the increase is regulatory action taken against two 

generic manufacturers.

• Due to the market changes, there has been a sharp increase in the number 

of concessionary prices since June (from an average of 15-20 concessionary 

prices per month to 66 concessionary prices in November).

• We cannot predict when the market will stabilise itself and consequently 

when the number of concessionary prices will decline. 

Reimbursement 
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August’s Category M adjustment

• Category M reimbursement prices were reduced by £15 

million per month from August based on the results of 

2015/16 and 2016/17 medicine margin surveys. 

• As per usual process we  will keep this under review as 

more data from the medicine margin survey become 

available. 

Reimbursement 
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Pharmacy contractors’ cash flow issues

• PSNC alerted us to pharmacy contractor’s cash flow issues.

• The reason for these issues is a combination of increased 

prices for some generic medicines and the August medicine 

margin reduction. 

• We are exploring with the PSNC potential mitigation to the 

cash flow issue. 

Reimbursement 


